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«WELL BEING» :
Let’s talk about it !
Schneider Electric seems to have rushed into the education and standardization of human beings.
What are the consequences for employees ? Is the company on the right track or losing its way ?
Employees have never been under so much pressure and psychosocial risks are the first risk factor at work
highlighted by the PREV (Professional Risk Evaluation). With the health crisis and the generalization of teleworking,
professional and personal life have become intertwined. Women and young executives are particularly affected by
the «professional mental load», according to the Ifop-Mooncard barometer conducted on the subject.
Well-being, like motivation, cannot be decreed ! They go hand in hand and are the result of a balance between skills,
training, organizations adapted to workloads, recognition through competent management that structures, listens,
encourages and has the means to recognize efforts! Everything else is just a band-aid and a vacuous argument ...

BE HAPPY ! PERFORM! FEEL GOOD ABOUT YOURSELF ! BE CREATIVE !
Endless Lean Manufacturing led comfortable companies to tip top shape in the 2000’s,
which in turn lead to breaking down the performance and mental health of employees.
In the work place, as everywhere, the right balance is difficult to achieve. Companies that
accept this fact will abandon the terms of sizing according to a standard organizational
scale and consequently adapt to their own proper needs by putting the human being at
the center of the system. Thus, certainly becoming the big winners in the next decade!
Imposing well-being through compulsory training courses on life skills eludes the
real problems at work and only serves to ease consciences. It’s plain to see that stress
is omnipresent through the management of individuals by commercial pressure, by
expected productivity rates, by go-to-market, by digital tools and by organizational
systems that are sometimes unsuitable and constantly changing.

AND WHAT IS THE COMPANY PROPOSING TO DO ABOUT IT?
Change Management would seem to be an outdated concept. These days employees are made hyper-responsible
for their own development, even though they are the ones who suffer the consequences of change. Little training is
offered to develop professional skills, but instead more personal development - tools to adapt to adverse situations
to better manage time, stress, emotions, learning to be happy, as if happiness were possible to prescribe. By placing
the management of behaviors and emotions on the individual in order to supposedly become more fulfilled and
efficient, the company is forgetting to arm the employees with technical and adapted training that would have a
real measurable impact on daily professional life and the jobs of the future.
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The proper training would give the assurance and serenity that are sources
of productivity and well-being. The idea that to be a good employee equates
with maintaining good health and as such individual responsibility becomes an
employability objective. Health becomes a performance criterion. You have to sleep
well, go to bed early, go running, stop smoking, meditate, no longer eat fat or sugar,
you should eat less meat because it is bad for the planet. So much interference in the private
sphere that calls for a form of hygienics ideology in the service of economic performance.
Have we become mere machines to be kept in constant optimal operation? It would
be infinitely more productive to give meaning to one’s work and to put individual
satisfaction and the awareness of playing a role in a plural entity back at the heart of
this human question.
If Schneider Electric believes that economic performance depends only on individual
health, then it is urgent that it refocus on its vocation and shifts its focus from the
individual to the organization of work, which is its real added value. «Essentials»
training will no longer suffice.

AND TOMORROW - COMMUNICATION MANAGEMENT ?
Learning non-conflictual communication (NVC «Non Violent Communication»,
a new trend that SE has now appropriated) is the logical continuation. At the
risk of annihilating the debate of ideas, the confrontation of varying points of
view, and in short the elimination of differing opinions which normally would
enrich and enable balanced construction.
Are we supposed to simply be followers ? The collective force will never win
by eliminating the benefit of contradictory debates : allowing emotions to be
expressed, rather than constraining them. Does this need to be discussed ?
We at the CFE-CGC believe that the true recognition of individual singularities
leads to individual and collective fulfillment.
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CGC Is seeking to return to
intrinsic values :

- Working within a framework of delegation and trust
- Building team spirit
- Offering real prospects for the future and for
progression
- Setting ambitious but attainable goals
- Ensuring that every individual is recognized for their
skills and experience

Work is a contractual relationship between a person and a company. The latter should not
interfere in matters that offend individual values and conscience at the risk of losing its own.

The CFE-CGC at the service of employees, in defense of fair and equitable compensation in
the common interest of achieving the company’s objectives.
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